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Question No 61.

BTC BTC

introduce 

introduce 

introduction in honour of the declaration of the Hon'ble
Chief Minister of Assam  during the election campaign on 13th
November , 2020.

introduction 
inform  

2nd supplementary.
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BTC  Director of Education proposal

supplemantary  

assessment report  

introduction

introduction  suggestion  
establish 

enrolment  enrolment  
introduction 

introduction 
NC College 

Provincialization 
system 
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Provincialization 
Provincialization 

enrolment  
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No question hour, 

Most of the Districts are already covered 

Will the Govern-
ment set up new Fishery College and Veterinary Colleges in various
areas of Assam. 
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The Prince of Wales, 

boundary wall 
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, 

Human
Resource Recruit out source 

agency

3rd party non teaching staff 

out source 3rd
party non teaching staff 

scope 

scope 

Indus-
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Followed by P-1

try & Commerce Department Labour & Employment Depart-
ment Engineer, J.E. job market

job market 
faculty development aptitude development 

renovation

question no. 64. 

class-I, II
exect

status 
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Lower
Primary 

gap Brazing material 

 Upper Primary  promotion  

Brazing material 

elective subject 
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lower
primary Brazing elective
subject  

Human Intervention manually
online 

 portal
Nationalization, 

 online portal Portal
portal portal

transfer 
allotment 

allotment 

To the point 
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Merger  Amalgam-
ation 

LP, ME, High School Amal-
gamation Amalgamation 

Amalgamate human resources 
optimization

Merger  Amalgamation 

rationalization

rationalization

merge
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Home language 
dialect, 

Foundational literacy Foundational literacy

Merger  Amalgamation 
principle 

satisfactory answer 

health Sector  
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Now Question Hour is over. Now Zero Hour.

Zero
tolerance against Cow smugglers : Assam Chief Minister 

no FIR, no chargesheet in Cattle smuggling. There must
be an end  of to Cow smuggling from the State as soon as possible.

Cow smuggling is a One Thousand Crore
Rupees illegal trade  running in Assam  for several Years. Many
International rackets are involved in this illegal trade. 

Assam Cattle
preservation Act notify Estab-
lish Law  

as per Law under the Indian Constitution in cognizable
offences 

FIR is a must. 
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following
guideline should be followed by conducting the Magisterial enquiry
in case of custodial death or death in the course police action. 

Magisterial enquiry be conducted as the earliest without
undue delay. 

The enquiery in all Cases of custodial death including natu-
ral death or death due to any illness shall be conducted by a Judicial
Magistrate  it required some sort of in-
curring to bring it to proper persisting there was something missing
in the judgement. it re-
quired correction, in most of the cases cover up the store of adue the
days are recorded as natural death or due to illness. 

death
in encounter in the  particular Case was justified and falling under
any one of the  two conditions.

no
compromise, no  FIR - 

maxim Black Stone 

 maxim
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Zero tolerance against Cows smugglers, Assam
CM : 

with full sense of responsiblity 
against Cow smugglings, against drugs smugglings, against

human trafficking, against any crime, against women and children
will be dealt heavyly firmly.

drugs trafficking 
There is a Government confidence  

resolution and will retaliate than heavily without
loocking at anything. However when I say heavily I know that

encounter 
encounter event

encounter There was an
encouner. 

encounter encounter heavy
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arms Ak- 47 They were in arm
fatigue completly they were on operation against the police. 

 Human Rights Commissioner 

I have to defend myself and I have to arrest the culprit.
culprit. arrest culprit. retaliatory firing 

arms incident 
incident

retaliation
Inspector.

He was a IPS Inspector Inspector 
He becomes a drugs 4.43king pin unarmed

arm Inspector
retaliatory firing

criminal 
mind 

This is end of my route 
desperate behave

predict desperately behave
CrPC allows firing on leg

accept in case
of that IPS inspector 

trigger
happy we could have eliminate

to the extend Cr.PC has extended  the power Cr.PC 
within that ambit
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 Cr.PC Section 46 clear
recovery

arms retaliate

best possible treatment
ultimate aim is to secure conviction. 

trigger happy we
will not allow allow 

 

ultimately
and we will secure conviction

retaliate
ammunition Whatever

law has given power. power power 
restrain

definitely
incident enquiry incident  

neutralize

and this spe-
cial case definitely enquiry 

retaliate

They were not in our lockup
custodial death

relevence
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both side
both side 

deal

we have don't right

Cr.PC power exercise
Section 46 Section 46 

Cow smuggling, drugs smuggling, human
trafficking CrPC Section 46

exercise

Extremist
Organization 

full fledged arms NSCIN
alliance sophisticated arms 

retaliate 

Can I say that? 

desperate
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 UPRF
(United People’s Revolutionery Front) This
group was actively supported by NSCIN and Kuki.

comfort line
DNLA (Dimasa National Liberation Army) UPRF 

extreme case Railway Inspector  He
knows how to fire arms. 

He was in complete disguise
frustrated dreaded militant

action 
equally we will condemn them as long as they fight with the drugs
mafia, cattle mafia, with the mafia involving in human trafficking.

Sympathy is important but misplaced sympathy is very very
dangerous. misplaced  sympathy sym-
pathy sympathy misplaced sympathy

for the activities
and for the service they are rendering to the society as a whole and
more particularly for last two months. 

But, as long as you are within the law, as long as you are within the
Section 46 of CrPC, as long as you are acting for self-defence and
for general security of the people of Assam, you have full opera-
tional liberty.
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 As long as you are dealing with the criminal,
rapist, drugs trafficker, within the law whatever power you have
been entrusted by the CrPC, you exercise that. 

Regard-
ing modernization of police, law and order, investigation we have
deep plan. 

 modernization of police, law and
order, investigation

Orga-
nizer F.I.R 

OC
F.I.R That

was the intention  

censor smuggling
 smuggling within Assam 

cattle smuggling 
case  Organizer 

OC case

Excise Minister 
Income Tax, Excise  Enforce-

ment 
Excise duty Television Me-

dia SP 

notice  
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"The Department of Indigenous
Faith And Culture" to
be objective, to preserve and promote culture, tradition and faith of
various indigenous communities of Assam. 

Indigenous community 

Indigenous Faith And Culture 
Indigenous community 

Faith And Culture 
Biodiversity Indigenous  Faith And Cul-

ture, tradition and ways of life 
Dony Polo,
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Indigenous

Indigenous 
Faith And Culture tradition 

Indigenous Faith and Culture 
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Sanskritization Community

management system introduce

due to the impact of Sanskritization

These are nothing but worship of nature.
nature worship  superior 

Carbon emission 
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 These are not global com-
munity. 

global community 
global community 

synthesis 

synthesis 

It is not about  that 
Rani Gaidinlu 

Rani Gaidinlu

conflict
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preserve 

NRC 

cultural analysis 

Human civilization 
they have cut prople from the root. 

Is it possible 
 

,
, 

I
want to draw that line 

,
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bio-diver-
sity maintain 

Directorate
of Archaeology Directorate of Museum Directorate of
Historical Antiquarian Studies Directorate 

Archaeology Archaeology 
Archaeology 

Archaeology Museum museum

museum museum 
museum 

museum
museum gravity musuem gravity 

museum 
this is

a western concept 

cultural stage 

Directorate of Museum

Create 
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Road
Map 

Computerised 
Computerised 

Computer Pass Word

Computerised System
Computer 

Misuse
Transfer 

Computer
Online

Circle Officer  
Appointment  Sincerely

Computer 

Computer
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Computer Pass Word Land Ref-
ormation System 

Survey Settlement Office ACS ,  IAS 
, Survey Settlement
Office Train-up 

Computer Computer

Misuse 
Circle Officer Circle

Office 
Circle Officer I.D. Pass Word Upload

Training
Computer  I.D. Pass Word

Land Transfer Mutation, Sale Permission 
P.M.

Kissan 
A

change for better tomorrow ILMRS (Integrated Land Record
Management System)  DILRNS (Digital India Land Record
Modernization System) Online System

Mutation, Sale Permission, Land Transfer, Periodic Patta 
Update Corrup-

tion Free Smooth and Speedy Administration

password 

password 
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Emplement 

strength 

only solution

smart
under Rule 54

 Hon’ble Deputy Speaker sir, I am
speaking today on the news that has been published in
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"The Assam Tribune" on 26th of June as NHAI okays Rs.
1,823 crore road project in Dima Hasao. Dima Hasao is
one of the three Districts that we know which is in a
Hilly area and through these we had seen that NHAI
has taken over the National Highway taken over since
2003. Since 2003 the road we did not find it to be in a
proper condition. Now I am very happy that this crore
has been sanctioned for a road which is from Nerimbanglo
to Harangajao. If I give a little bit of detail of my District
I will say that Harangajao is a border area of our District
to South Assam. And Nerimbanglo is an area which after
we cross Maibang a tunnel is there just from that till the
area we are having stress kilometer of 49. In that 49
kilometer, from Jatinga to Harangajao we will get it only
19 kilometer and the remaining is of 30 kilometer. For
that 30 kilometer, we need more than 2 hours to reach
Haflong from that Nerimbanglo area. I would like to show
that today, Deputy Speaker Sir, this is the condition of
the road which we are having it right now. And this
condition of the road is very surprising to see also that
NHAI when they go on having it in a whole year through
I see that they go on construction only in the rainy season.
And once the off Season is there they just say that it will
take some time and then they make it some excuses.  I
don’t see in our District also even though there is patch
of starting from Lumding till Maibang, which is a very
good road we can say, one of the best road in Assam I
will say that. But I don’t see any plantation maintenance
by this NHAI. But from starting from Guwahati if I start
till the area where we have to cross till the Lumding I
can see there is a plantation going on in the divider where
we see the both sides of the road and then and we see  a
very good one. But as soon as it touches the Dima Hasao
area we don’t see any of the maintenance in that area.
So my question to that will be before coming to that. I
will also say that Dima Hasao is one of the, we can say
that one of the best hotspot for tourism. But in such of
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condition of road we might not be able to explain to the
others also how you can go for the tourism when the
communication is not very good only for small stress of
land. And recently our Health Minister was also there,
they also found very difficult to go to Haflong keeping
that only the stress of land is not very good. At the same
time when the Hon’ble Chief Justice goes to Haflong
within a day the road becomes very good that for common
people the road is as it is like we are finding it now. So
my question to the concern department and that I
suppose our Hon’ble Chief Minister will be concern on
that. The construction of the road from Nerimbanglo to
Harangajao is under construction which is since decade
if I say since 2003 till 2021 is going to be a 20 years. And
then, this decade we are not finding a road, so when, can
we have a proper completion of this road and the other
thing is that in such a deplorable condition which is
unmotorable, can we expect some steps for the message
to be taken and the other thing we have this toll gate at
Manderdisa gate and we do know that people are suppress
but still we take that toll can we have something on
that, this is my question to the concern Department.
Thank you.
Hon’ble Deputy Speaker: You are lucky enough that
Our Hon’ble Chief Minister is here to reply you. Hon’ble
Chief Minister.

Dr. Himanta Biswa Sarma Hon'ble Chief Minister  : Hon'ble
Deputy Speaker Sir,  first of all I like to thanks our MLA from Haflong
Nandita Garlossa for raising  this important issue. As you know that
connecting  Barak Vally via Dima Hasao is a very important project
which was taken up long ago but due to various reason National
Highway Authority Limited is yet to complete  the project , more
particularly on the Street starting from Lumding to silchar. That
portion has remain a challenge and  National Highway Authority
because of various  reason morely because of the  technical reason
that could not complete the project. In between there was a issue,
Central Government has raise that untill and unless Assam starts
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Toll- Gates they will not pump more money to National Highway
Authority. we could not open the Toll- Gates in last , I think that was
a instruction Central Government has given to us almost  five years
back. So we could not open the Toll Gate because of various reason
and Central Government has almost withdrawn their investment in
the Highway. Their point was that  if Gujrat can pay toll, Bengal can
pay toll why not Assam. So they were on that point and there was a
point infact Central Government has said that they will withdraw
even other Grants for the construction of Roads including Central
Road Fund and other Central Grants if State Government do not
reopen the Toll Gate. So we dicuss the internally and we have tried
to actually analyse that what will help the consumer.  if you have a
better road or if you have a four Lane Road  than investment on
Petrol, Diesel drastically comes down. But you have a Road which
are not properly built than during the  travel because the freequent
changing of Gear exct. you have to invest more on fuel so, although
Toll gate become a psychological issue end of the time if you analyse
that your money actually go more if the road is not properly main-
tained. So we took the decision after we took the decision to reopen
Toll- Plaza or align National Highway Athority  to start Toll Plaza ,
They started reinvesting on  Assam Road . I am very happy to inform
you that National Highway  Authority has approve a investment of
Rupees One Thousand & Eight Hundred Twenty Three Crore for the
space of Road basically it is about 49 K.M from Mirbunglow to
Haranja. So if this 49 K.M is done then I think the Road connectivity
with Borak Vally  between Brahmaputra Vally and Borak Vally will
be now  of a different standered. now you do the first benefit analysis,
there are some people who opposed Toll Plaza, now if the opposed
Toll Plaza fine ,  but  a people from Barak Vally now has to come
Guwahati through Shillong - Meghalaya- Jowai.  because of Rain
and Strom there is a freequent blockege the Road and there are vari-
ous Geographical issue . Some time Barak Vally  people has to stay
put in Shillong itself. They could not go to Silchar now for us it is
very important  that this National Highway  connecting Lumding to
Silchar that what we telling  Mahaswarog is complete in  speedly
and in time.So I am very happy to inform this august House  that now
National Highway Authority has taken Loan from JICAA for this  49
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K.M Street. And they had said that  for Four K.M  which is more
technically challenged portion whenever you construct the Road
because of erosion of the Hills on Road get road distabilise .  Now
NHA is going to do a Four K.M elivated Road. There is Fly Over in
four K.M street  so that the technicality, technical Challage as of
now they are facing is can be met it. Now they have said that the
Tender will be floated in  2 December, 2021 , now they are prepairing
the  DPR so we did investment of  Rs. 1823 Crore  I think finally we
will get the "Mahasarog" . which was long overdue. I think I am
very happy that Hon'ble MLA Nandita Garlossa has raised a very
big issue but this issue is not only important for people of Dima
Hasao this is also important for people of Barak Vally. I am personally
following  because this was a long  overdew if we complete this
Road , I think this  can be the best  gift for the people of Dima Hasao
and Barak Vally from all of us. So we are working on this, attached
on this because of - our now  present attitude for cooperation with
Central Government , Central Government has also sanctioned various
Fly over. Now even in Guwahati  you have seen this at Garhchuk
and another area people are facing lot of trouble. And the fuel they
are paying the charge of fuel, cost of fuel they are paying  to reach
Air Port is much more than what you are actually paying in Toll
Gate. So  now  thay have said  there will be  four Fly Over on the
National Highway connecting  this Guwahati portion of National
Highway also. NHI will build up four new Fly Over. There will be
a Fly Over at Baihata Chariali also. So there will be lot  of
improvement  which will actually make this East -West Corridoor
completely moveable, transportable, and finally the  dream of
Bajpeeji will come into reality. That is what we are following  and I
would like to assure Hon'ble Members that I will keep a interest on
this project and time to time I will brief all of you . If this 2000
Crore investment is actually made with the help of JICAA I think the
long - dream of  East- West Corridoor  will come into  reality. thank
you.
Hon'ble Deputy Speaker : Thank you very much. many more Good
News coming for Assam, not only Dima Haso. 
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existing law

Please conclude.
Speacial cnsideration

consideration
Please sit down. Please sit down. No consider-

ation.
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 Let the House be in order.
As and when he will

raise in zero hour we will reply 

Judiciary will decide 

After hearing all parties

When a police Officer comes
to know about a offence, Police officer will go and take action ac-
cording to his wisdom. Now MLA,
Under CRPC and IPC that matter will go to the Court. Court will
finally say that whether it was a wrongfull prosecution or whether it
was a prosecution done with honesty, and  truthfulness. 

po-
sition 

justifying 
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O.C., S.I.
judiciary

judiciary Now-a-days, we have a tendency that an MLA wants to
encroach the space of judiciary and executive. 

Legislature  Judiciary
Judiciary Legislature 

define
Judiciary specific

case  issue

statement general

judge-
ment 

generalize statement 

specific case  there is a high handed-
ness, 

generalize 

encounter
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encounter 

When your sym-
pathy lies with the poor and downtrodden  that sympathy is not a
misplaced sympathy.

platoon
law and order 

Investiga-
tion Wing Encounter, 

Commando
Battalion specific area 
with some operational mandate

Normal

S.I.
duty

pending case Charge sheet 
pending
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final report

duty human side 
I do agree,

irritate
retirement 

Earned Leaved can be encashed at
the time of retirement. earned leave 

they can develop
human side. order Compulsorily 

quarter 

duty shift x =
shift  OC 2nd SI 

part 1st SI  force create  
ideaily 

Investigation Wing
Law & order manage OC  

Assembly 
case 

case Facebook Media 
OC 

MLA, Governor Chief Minister OC

Crime investigation will be different and Law & order
will be different. Wing ideal position

sanction  existing  
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organic farming 
check sort  artificial insemination 

National Media 

Veterinary Department check
sorted artificial insemination 

breed  
OC 

that is the way forward.  

crimeless  

PM
Kisan PMAY

BDO  
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PRC PRC Circle Office  

Government is a continuous process tribal belts
and blocks  tribal belts and blocks 

non protected protected class

belts and blocks creat 
belts and blocks protected 

VGR, PGR, Forest 
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tribal
belts and blocks 
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"Assam is the land of " 

letters to the editor 
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,
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Indigenous faith 
root
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consumer 

fishery fish meal 
profitable 

, competition 

campus 

Enabling atmo-
sphere 

production 
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cost of peace produc-
tion linkage investment nothing to do it pro-
duction

production
production dishearten 

Geographical compulsion 
, 

, with forest also we can grow

unproductive 
component  allow

plantation plantation 

derogatary 

plantation 
irrigation canal 

ultimately productivity 

productivity 

equitable basis driver training 
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scheme train-
ing  driver training 

pharmacist planning 

DNA 

hospitality sector Bengalore, Madrass 
ANM,

GNM sector 
sector 

ANM, GNM, driver 

employment 
reflaction 

 Cow replacement
Dairy Coopera-

tive  replacement breed  artificial insemina-
tion 
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, 
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that will come secondary.

One District,
One Product -

Sivsagar can excel in tourism.

One Constituency,
One Product   One Constituency To Product.

We have to travel beyond
symbolism. 
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Constitutional boundary 
Constitutional Boundary  

A, B, C D  
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The Assam
Women University Amendment Bill, 2021 

The Assam Women University
Amendment Bill, 2021 

The Assam Women University
Amendment Bill, 2021 

The Assam Women University Amendment
Bill, 2021


